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World Youth Day Disgrace
Author, Norma Holt, claims World Youth Day clampdown on peaceful demonstrations and protests
threatens democratic rights and is protecting deceit, if not criminals, within the Catholic church. She says
“Church engages in fraud that must be exposed.
July 2, 2008 - PRLog -- Canberra author, Norma Holt, claims a World Youth Day clampdown on peaceful
demonstrations and protests threatens democratic rights and is protecting deceit, if not criminals, within the
Catholic church. She says “the Church engages in massive fraud that must be exposed.
With published works on the non existence of Jesus Christ she professes that senior Catholic clergy, who
claim to speak for him and who rely on the New Testament, must know it. She reveals that “because the
evidence is irrefutable it follows that Church laws are without substance and demonstrators against them
should have rights to protest their legitimacy.” She challenges the clergy to produce any evidence of his
existence outside of the bible, which she knows was compiled by one of its own after the Church came into
existence during the 4th CAD, based on ancient rites.
With copies of documents, diaries and letters Ms Holt knows the facts. She spent the last 20 years
examining what she terms is the fraud the Church hierarchy engages in and has published evidence of the
same through her books and web sites, namely http://nojesuschrist.com and http://heavenishell.com.
Undertaking a degree in relevant subjects helped confirm her suspictions. A conspiracy within the Church
was uncovered that proves that the organization thrives on deceit. It was incorporated by a Roman Caesar
whose actions were violent, ambitious and self serving.
She notes that her research into ancient practices shows how “Christ is derived from ancient rituals of
crucifixion and fertility rites once practiced worldwide. The aim was for men to 'marry' with 'Mary', the
origin of the term 'marry' and the ancient name for the sun. It is from this belief that Church laws and
customs were adopted.
Her evidence shows that the New Testament was compiled late 4th CAD based on ancient rituals while
the Old Testament was altered to credit it. She states that “Matthew promotes church laws unknown before
late 4th CAD and that this book of the New Testament is based on the life and miracles of Krishna. It is
from this work that most Church rulings objected to by protesters are taken.
The man responsible for it confessed to setting up the order of the church using sacraments, calendar,
order of mass, festivals and costumes of the Imperial Roman religion, modeled on that of ancient Egypt,
which worshiped the sun. “He noted this in his writings” she said. “It follows, therefore, that claims against
abortion, homosexuality, and other things, such as the use of condoms,
which are the most contentious issues to be confronted during the World Youth Day events are ficional.
Ms Holt notes that "these religions on which the Catholic Church was modelled were patriarchal,
discriminatory and violent and promoted a god-man king who resurrected after death as Father god in
heaven. He could then judge his people on earth thus ensuring a continuation of his rule. He at first
transformed into a consort of Mother god but later became the creator of life. These things pushed women
aside and allowed false claims of evil against them and others. It played a role in the eclebacy of priests and
condemnation of women and sex as evil.
Ms Holt claims “they preached virgin births while kings were worshipped as 'suns' or 'sons of God' who
could do no wrong and assumed power over life and death in the after-world. It is from this that the
Catholic Church claims it holds the keys to heaven and has power to caste objectors into hell.
Their words could not be challenged and those who served them were promised eternal bliss as a reward.
Hell, on the other hand, is the instrument of blackmail to ensure people stay within the Church and its
rules. The religions upon which the Catholic Church is founded also practiced forgiveness of sins while the
Christian Christ is modeled on god-men saviors and the numerous other Christs from before the church was
founded. The priests still wear robes on which the sun is the main feature.
Ms Holt says “the Church hierarchy including the Pope and Sydney's Cardinal Pell, who is responsible
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for World Youth Day being held in Sydney, must know the deceit they engage in while covering it up and
protecting their livelihoods. That is the reason for the heavy crackdown on protestors, as has been the case
throughout its history. With Italian Catholics now running the NSW parliament it is like a reversal to the
dark days of Church authority.
As no one can speak for the non existent Christ the establishment they serve and the laws they
manufacture proves corruption exists within its ranks. While it is a fact that genetically a virgin birth is
impossible and that laws forbidding safe sex and family planning are adding to the world's woes it is time
the truth got out. The lies they promote and the deceit they engage in cause extreme pain to many while
their actions and false laws provoke overpopulation and the spread of disease resulting in death and young
children left as orphans, among other things.
She concludes, therefore, that World Youth Day is itself an exercise in deceit against the young.
Protests, demonstrations, and voices raised against the Church must be allowed without penalty in this free
democratic society. It provides a perfect opportunity to raise these issues and that of the Church's
foundation.
###
Author challenges authenticity of the bible and origins of religious dogma preached by the Roman Catholic
Church. Over 20 years of research and personal memory of reincarnation led to in depth research into
ancient myths that were transformed into modern faiths, including Christianity. Book detailing irrefutable
evidence on these claims is now available.
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